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RELATIONSHIPS OF THE FALSE DATE PALM OF THE 
FLORIDA KEYS, WITH A SYNOPTICAL KEY TO THE 
HMIIJES OF AMERICAN PALMS. 

By O. F. COOK. 

TlIE GENUS PSEUDOPJlOEJIT[X AND TB E FAXILY PSEUDO. 
PJlOENICACEAE. 

P8EODOPROENIX AN ISOLATED TEPE. 

Though the false date palm (P8eutkphoenix sargentii Wend!.) 
was discovered over twenty years ago, little attention hllB been given 
to the problem of its relationships. The fact that the natural dis
tribution ,is limited, IlB far IlB known, to two or three islands of the 
Florida Keys does not make it ,less interesting from the standpoint 
of classification. Isolated types often have a special bearing upon 
questions of phylogeny and classification. Reasons are usually 
found for believing that such types are the remnants of ancient 
groups that have elsewhere become extinct. Several genera not 
known from other parts of the world are represented in the unique 
palm flora of Florida and Cuba. That the other peculiar genera are 
fan palms only makes Pseudophoenix the more interesting because 
it represents an intermediate stage of development between the fan 
palms and some of the pinnat&-leaved families. 

ANAI'()GIES Wl'l'H FAN PAINS AND TRUE DATE PAT,MS. 

The generic n8me applied by Wendland may be taken to indicate 
that Pseudophoenix WIlB looked upon at first as an American analogue 
of the true date palms of the Old World, which seem to be related, 
not very remotely, to Chamaerops and other Old World fan palms. 
The analogy with Phoenix is made somewhat closer by the form of 
the leaves of Pseudophoenix, with their rather narrow, closely folded 
pinnal arranged in irregular groups and standing lit different angles 
to the rachis. Yet the pinnal are altogether different from those of 
Phoenix, for they are reduplicate or folded back, with the channel 
on the under side, IlB in a.ll of the pinnate palms except Phoenix. 

PBeudophoenix is also like Phoenix in sharing some of the charac-' 
ters of fan palms, such IlB the large, branching inflorescence, the stipi
tate flowers, and the fleshy frnits with equal development of two or 
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244 CONTRIBUTIONS FROM THE NATIONAL HERBARIUM. 

three carpels. But . they are not the same resemblances that are 
shown in Phoenix and they afford no indication that Pseudophoenix 
is at all related to the true date palms. They furnish additional 
proof, if any were needed, of the derivation of the pinnate-leaved 
palms from fan-leaved ancestors, but the fact that some of the 
ancestral features have been retained should not cause profound 
differences in other respects to be overlooked. 

AU.EGED RET,ATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER PINNATE-LEAVED 
PAt,MS. 

Sargent states that the original example of the palm, on Elliotts 
Key, was at first mistaken for a royal palm (Roystonen.) . The 
resemblance lay in the smooth, columnar trunk, the irregular posi
tions of the pinnre, and the elongated, sheathing leaf bases, but it 
became apparent that these similarities were merely external, 88 

soon as the inflorescences and fruits were examined.' 
Wendland at first suggested an affinity with Chamaedorea and after

ward with Gaussia, in which Drude seems to have agreed. Gaussia 
is a Cuban genus oC Synechanthaccae, while Chamaedorea belongs to 
a strictly continental group, chiefly Central American. In addition 
to the geographical proximity there is a slight resemblance hetween 
Pseudophoenix and the Synechanthaceae, both in the habit of growth 
and in the crowded, deeply furrowed pinDle. Moreover, the seeds of 
Pseudophoenix are marked on the surface with a few impressed 
branches of the raphe, much as in Synechanthus. But such similari
ties are shared by so many other palms that they are of very little 
account as evidences of relationship. There is a complete contrast 
between the highly specialized inflorescence characters of the Sync
chanthaceae and the relatively primitive condition represented by 
Pseudophoenix. 

The characters that afford the most definite suggestions regarding 
the affinities of Pseudophoenix are found in the fruits. The fruit 
characters intlicate that Pseudo phoenix is much more closely related 
to tho ivory palms, or even to the coconut palms, than to Chamac
dorea or to Gaussia. With only the dried frui ts, as represented in 
herbarium specimens, it is easy to overlook some of the most sugges
tive features. New characters have been learned from fresh material 
of the ripe fruits, sent, in by Mr. E. Simmonds from Miami, Florida, 

I Sargent, C. S. New or Little Known Plllnts. Pseudophotnix largen /i. Gard . & 
For. 1: 352.f. 55, 56, 1888 . The figures CODRiHt. of a. photograph of a group of the palms 
on "Long's Key" and drawings of the frui ta and seeds. Wtmdland's Latin dbgnoeia 
is given . A prelimjnary notice of the palm, with the na.me "Pseudophot.nix 8aT· 

gentii H. Wendland, " had been published two years bdorc, i n the Botanica.l Gazette 
(11: 314. 1886). Sargent's most complete account of Pacudophoenix iB in the Silva 
of North America (10: 33. 1'1. S06. 1896.) The localities mentioned in the Silva 
.re ElliottB Key and Key Largo. 
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in February, 1912, to the office of Seed and Plant Introduction of 
the Bureau of Plant Industry, U. S. Department of Agriculture. A 
specimen of the inflorescence with the fresh flowers was also received 
in August, 1912, from Mr. Simmonds, through the courtesy of Mr. 
R. A. Young of the same office. 

One reason why it did not seem possible to assign Pseudophoenix 
to a satisfactory place in the classification was that the flowering stage 
was still unknown, the floral characters having been inferred from the 
parts that persist on the mature fruits. The most significant fact to 
be learned in this way was that the flowers of Pseudophoenix are borne 
on distinct pedicels. This feature alone would make it evident that 
there could be no very close a.!liance between Pseudophoenix and any 
of the genera with which it has been associated by previous writers. 
From the fresh inflorescence it is still more apparent that Pseudo
phoenix is not merely similar to the fan pa.!ms in having pedicellate 
flowers, but in several other floral characters that entirely exclude 
the idea of alliance with Gaussia or Chamaedorea. 

FRUIT CHARII.C'l'ERS. 

In extern a.! appearance the fresh fruits of Pseudophoenix may be 
described as smooth, shining berries, orange red in color and very 
variable in form, depending on the number of seeds developed. 
Many of the fruits have only one or two seeds, but so large a propor
tion are three-seeded that this must be considered as the norma.! con
dition. The size and shape of the fruits, and the characters of the 
attached flora.! organs are shown at natural size in plates 74 and 75. 
The general structure of the fruit is much like that of some of the 
cocoid palms, such as Bactris, Attalea, and Acrocomia. A smooth, 
thin epidermis incloses a thick, fleshy, oil-bearing pulp with an 
embedded fibrous network, surrounding a firm endocarp.· Though 
the endocarp is quite thin, it is very hard and bony and has a dis
tinctly columnar structure as in Manicma and Phytelephas. And as 
in the latter genera, the endocarps of the three pistils remain distinct 
instead of being united as in the Cocaceae. 

Thus in the fruits of Pseudophoenix the exocarp characters of 
80 m e of the Cocaceae may be said to be combined with the endocarp 
characters of the Manicariaceae and Phytelephantaceae. The 
method of germination is also closely similar to that of the ivory 
pa.lms. Instead of being related to the Synechanthaceae or the Cham
aedoreaceae, Pseudophoenix finds a closer alliance with the .coconut 
palms and other fami1i1lil recently recognized as members of a cocoid 
series.· 

I Cook, O. F. RelatiollBhipo of the Ivory PalmA Contr. U. S. Nat. Herb. 18: 
133-142. 1910. 
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In affording such a combination of the characters of the Cocaceae 
with those of MaDicariaceae and Ph)'telephantaceae, Pseudophoenix 
adds to the evidences of relationship drawn from the characters of the 
other families. On account of their peculiar flowers and fruits the 
ivory pahns of South America had not been considered genuine 
palms, but had been placed in other orders, usually in association 
with Nipa, IUl altogether different Old World type. The recognition 
of the Phytelephantaceae as true palms and their association with 
the Cocaceae appear the more completely justified, now that we have 
Pseudophoenix as well as Manicaria to illustrate intennediate con
ditions of development of the characters of the fruits. Indeed, 
Pseudophoenix is much more directly intermediate than Manicaria 
in the particular characters in which the coconut palms and the ivory 
palms appear most widely divergent. The exocarp of Manicaria is 
much like that of Phytelephas IUld quite unlike that of any of the 
Cocaceae, while Pseudophoenix appears closer to the Cocaceae in the 
exocarp IUld closer to the ivory palms in the endocarp. 

PSEODOPHOENIX 1:'Be, TYPE OF A NEW FAVJI.Y. 

Though the characters of the fruits IUld the genninating seedlings 
afford consistent IUld substantial evidences of the affinity of Pscu
'dophoenix with the ivory and coconut palms, it does not appear that 
I any very close alliance can be established. Pseudophoenix would 
'certainly appear as It very anomalous genus if placed in the Coeaceae, 
Manicariaceae, or Phytelephantaceae. The only reasonablo course 
seems to be to assign it to an independent position in the classifica
tion as representing a new and distinct family, Pseudophoenicaceae. 
The salient characters are indicated in tho following description: 

Fa.mily PSEUDOPHOENICACEAE. 

Infiorescence cxacrted on a long-jointed, naked peduncle, dividing into DUm&rous 
· compound , naked branches, the spathes confined to basal joints. (PL. 75, c.) Flo,wcl'8 
andromoncccious, male and bisexual in the same inflorescence, widely ecattered on , 

· the ultimate branchlets, each flower supported 011. a slender pedicel articulated to 
the branch by an expanded h01l0w base. (PL. 75, a, b.) 
· Calyx represt<nted by a narrow, saucer-like rim of 8 thickened receptacle, the sepals 

.; indicated by slightly prominent, broadly rounded anglf19 alternating with the petals. 
· Corolla. of three large, thick, valvate, persistent pet.'\le, firmly fleshy in texture 
and with distinct longitudinal veins. Stomata present on both surfaces. Tisauee sup
plied 'with chlorophyll and with numerous bundles oC raphides. 

Stamens 6, borne on ahort , fiattened , triangular-subulate filaments slightly united 
a.t base to form a DQrrOW .66Kby disk. Anthel'9 trianguiar-cordate, about twice 118 long 

: 8B broad, at tached to the filaments at the base in a doep C'd.vity of the outor face. Cells 
, separated on the inner face by a distinct groove, but appearing completely coalesced 
on the smooth outer !:lee, opening by latoml slits as BOOn as exposed. Pollen white. 

~ Pistils 3, united to ncar the apex into a rather na.rrow, triangular-conic pyramid 
;shorter than the 8tamcns. Styles not differentiated; stigmas represented by three , 
'oLtuse, appresaed apical lobes, separating only by narrow slits. PiBtillodes of imper-
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feet flowera 88 long a.e or longer than the pistils, but forming a much more slender
pointed column tapering to a narrow, three-pointed apex. (l'L8. 74, 75, 4, b.) 

Fruit.. with a thin, smooth epidennio compooed of a mooaic of polygonal cells very 
irregular in eize and shape, with scattering etomata. Exocarp rep,mnted by. fieahy 
pulp with two distinguishable layers, the outer of rather watery COnsistency richly 
supplied with rapbidea, the inner firmer and more fibrous, containing oil globuleeand 
spiral veasel!!. Endocarp smooth, with a closely adherent outer COQ.Ung of whitish 
material, as in Phytelepha.e, and an inner layer hard and bony, compoeed of columnar 
cells. (PL. 76.) 

Seed covered with a closely adherent, fibrillar membrane. Surface slightly im
presaed by the branches of the raphe, these usually Bix in number, three on each side, 
the lower pair siulrt. Albumen unilorm, bony, solid. Embryo subbasal. (PL •. 76, 77.) 

Gennination as in Attalea. and Phytelepbas, by the emergence of a burrowing 
cotyledon that carries the plumule down into the Boil. Cotyledon emerging through 
an operculate aperture of the endocarp, as in Phytelepha.s. Firat two leaves repre
sented by bladeJeas sheatha. A long, fleshy primary radicle developed directly from 
the cotyledon before the leaves begin to grow. (PL. 75, d.) 

EXl'LANATION or PLATE 74.-00e or tho priml\TY branches of the intloteeceoce -with meture llower buds 
and with four detached open tlowtl'l.!. Natural size. 

ED'UNATION OP Pun: 75.-4, Staminate flowen!; b, bisexual ftowere; e, rnaiDnis ofinAor""""'<le with 
be .... of pl"imary llranehea ebowing emootb 8urlaX9 of nxillary pu1vinl and aubtend1q bracta; d, young 
seedling, showing method otgerm!natloo with burrowing cotyledon and long primary radicle. G, 11, 8c8le 
about2; e, d, naluralalu. . 

EXPLANATION" 0' Pun 76.-Rlpe fruita with attached pedioeb and DOtal parts, the dlfterent forms 01 
the fruita depending OIl whether 006, two, or three of the carpels develop; abo three aeede with 88L'1b. "f&o 
moved, one with the endocarp, one nfLked, and one in vertical section. All natural slat. 

EXPLANATION or PLATE 77.-&:.gInenta of leaf and branch of intloroocenoe with drl&d fruita; aI80 a seed 
abowir..g rBdiating branches 01 the raphe and a II8ed in vertical sectioQ 6howing the position 01 the embryo. 
AU natuml size. 

Plates 74, 75, and 70 represent mfLterial from cultivated trees growing in the PlaDt Introduction Garden 
or the U. 8. Department of Agriculture, at Miami, Fla.; received in February and Aug\Ut, 1912. Plate 77 
lElfdw::srnts aspeclmen ooUected on Long Key. F1a., by A. H. Curtiss (no. 5637), April 25, 1896; U. B. National 
Herbariwn, no. 2806011. 

FLORAL PECULIARTTmS OF PSEODOI'HOENIX. 

The flowers of Pscudophoenix show several noteworthy peculiarities, 
although they are only slightly specialized in the direction followed 
by most other palms, the separation of the sexes. The sexual speciali
zation extends only to the loss of function in the pistils of a part of the 
flowers, and especially in those that are borne at the ends of the 
branches. But the pistils of the stl'minate flowers are not much 
reduced and there are only slight differences in other respec.... It 
W88 noticed by Mr. C. B. Doyle, in preparing the photographs for the 
plates, that the pedicels of the stAminate flowers were somewhat more 
slender, the buds somewhat narrower, and the stamens a little larger, 
but aU the differences are slight and might e88i1y be overlooked. The 
lowest bud shown on plate 74 was probably staminate, while most of 
the others were bisexual. Wendland and Sargent described the 
flowers 88 monoocious, evidently on the assumption that the persistent 
filaments attached to the ripe fruits represented staminodes instead 
of functional.tamens. 

The floral specializations of PseudophoenLx are in the external 
orgulls rather than in the internal. The long pedicels jointed at the 
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base, the reduced limb of the calyx, and the very large, film petals are 
the most peculiar foatures. The pedicels arc as highly specialized as 
in any of the fan palms, or even more so. They are articulated to the 
branches by an expanded, circumscissile, hollow base leaving a con
ical persistent coro. This might be mistaken for a short pedicel after 
the flowers have fallen. The calyx, receptacle, and pedicel are com
pletely fused together. (PLS. 74, 75, a, b.) 

The unusual development of the petals is doubtless connected with 
the fact that the inflorescences becomo exposed at an early stage of 
gTowth, whereas in most palms they are protected by spathes until just 
before the flowers open. The spathes of Pseudophoenix are so short 
that the flowers must become exposed while they are still very young. 
At the time of flowering the spathes extend only to about the middle 
of the longest joint of the peduncle. The spathes are narrow and 
compressed, with naked green surfaces and browll scaly margins, and 
are bilabiate at the aperture. 

The equipment of the petals with stomata, chlorophyll-bearing cells, 
fibrovascular bundles, and raphides indicates that they are able to 
discharge vegetative functions. This makes it possible to understand 
how they are able to remajn alive until the fruit ripens. The veins of 
the petals are usually five in number, but are often somewhat irregu
larly branched. The chlorophyll is more abundant along the veins. 
The epidermis is composed of an irregular mosaic of cells whose lateral 
walls are often interrupted or perforated. The bundles of raphides are 
irregularly scattered, but all lie in a longitudinal direction. It is not 
known whether stomata and raphides are to be found in the petals of 
other palms. The abundant development of raphides in the petals of 
Pseudophoenix may have relation to an unusual period of exposure of 
the flowers to the attacks of snails or insects. 

The ease with which the pedicels separate from the branches, the 
great abundance of pollen, and the very prompt opening of the 
anthers indicate that the flowers are ephemeral and dependent on 
fertilization by the wind, though it is possible that nectar to attract 
insects may be secreted by the fleshy staminal disk. 

Though the petals remain gTeen, the anthers fire of a bright orange 
color that may render the inflorescences conspicuous at flowering time. 
A broad, longitudinal band along the middle of the smooth outer sur
face of the unopened an thers is of a darker yellow than the pollen 
cells, which contrast in turn with the white pollen. 

'tall PSEODOPHOENICACEAE AND AI.LIED FAMILIES DIS'rlN
GUISHED »Y FRUIT CHARACTERS. 

The fact that the fruits are borne on distinct columnar pedicels at 
once distinguishes Pseudophoenix from any of the American pinnate
leaved palms. Only the wax palms . (Ceroxylon) show structures 
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suggestive of pedicels, but these are only small, cushion-like promi
nences, whereas in Pseudophoenix the pedicels are an even more 
prominent and specialized feature than in any of the fan palms. 

Apart from the pedicels, the fruit characters of Pseudophoenix sug
gest affmity with the Cocaceae, Manicnnaceae, and Phytelephantaceae, 
as already stated. The external appa.rance, as well .. s the texture of 
the cxocarp, is much the same as in Bactris and other related genera 
of cocoid palms, such as Tnchobnctns, Curima, and Tilmia. Yet 
there arc three independent seeds, as in Manicaria, instead of a com
posite, fused endocarp as in the Cocaceae. The resemblance to the 
ivory palms is in the structure of the endocarp, in which there is almost 
complete agreement, in spite of the enormous differences in the size 
of the frui ts and in the structures of the exocarp and epidermis: 

The following analytical key states the most · obvious external 
characters of the fruits, those that enable the Pseudophoenicaceae to 
be distinguished from the other related families, even without refer
ence 10 the more minute details of structure or to other parts of the 
plant. Though these differences might not in themselves be con
sidered of family importance, they afford simple means of recognizing 
the different groups. 

• 

ANALY11CAL KEY TO FAMILIES BASED ON FRUIT eMMOTBRS. 

Fruits with endocarps completely coaleaced to form a. 
solid ehen, usually with a single cavity containing 
a. single embryo and endoapcrm .................... COCACXAB. 

Fruits with free endocarps, usually developing two or 
more separate seeds. 

Fruits with a thin, smooth, membranous epidermis .... PSEODOPBOJ:NICACEAE. 
Fl'llits covered with a. thick, rough, corky epidermis. 

Fruita with numerous (4 to 9) eeede, borne in dense 
heads on a simple inflorescence . ................... PHt'l'ELEPBANTACEAE. 

Fruits with only 1 to 3 seeds, bome in loose clusters on a 
branched iDiloreecence ............................ KANlCARlA.CltA.B. 

COMPARISON OF PSEODOPHOENIX WITH 'raE WAX PAI]"S OF 
COLOXBIA. 

Another group of palms that may prove to have affinities with 
Pseudophoenix is the wax palms (Ceroxylaccae), which grow at high 
altitudes in the mountains of Colombia. Like Pseudophoenix the 
wax palms r.etain several obvious evidences of derivation from fan 
palms. In addition to large compound inflorescences, rather unspe
cialized flowers, and fruits bome on short pediceIs, the Ceroxylaceae 
share with the palmettos the habit of producing in the juvenile stage 
Ii creeping rootstock before commencing to form an erect trunk. In 
this respect Ceroxylon shows a definite contrast with Pseudophoenix, 
in which the seed germinates hy sending down a burrowing cotyledon 
quit.e as in Phytelephas and Attalea. 

• 
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• 

CO][l'6RISON OF CBARACTERS WITH THOSE OF cocom PAUlS • 
• 

GERMINATION CHARACTERS. 

Some of the cocoid palms, such as Acrocomia, afford a suggestion 
of the method of germination followed by the palmettos and wax 
palms by a creeping rootstock. The seedling of Acrocomia does not 
have a long burrowing cotyledon, but the first four or five joints of 
the stem grow downward into the ground, formin~ a thickened, sub
terranean bulb that serves apparently for the storage of the food 
materials that are soon removed from the seed. After this subter
ranean struct!,re has been developed the stem turns abruptly upward 
to begin the formation of the trunk. In Manicaria, which grows only 
in very wet swamps, neither of these specializations is found. The 
young plant appears much like a young Attalea, but there is no 
elongated cotyledon to carry it away from the seed. The same 
unspecialized method of germination is found in some of the species 
of Astrocaryum that are natives of very damp forests. 

The fact tbat Acrocomia and Attalea, both members of the family 
Cocaceae, have specialized in different ways in their methods of 
germination may be' considered as evidence of derivation from the 
more simple state represented by Manicaria and Astrocaryum. The 
very close agreement of Phytelephas and Pseudophoenix with the 
more specialized Attalea method of germination is also suggestive of 
the idea that these aberrant genera may have arisen as offshoots of a 
primitive cocoid type. . 

ENDOCARP CHARACTERS. 

But if such It history be projected to account for the agreement of 
Pseudophoenix with Attalea and Phytelephas in methods of germina
tion, the divergence from the primitive cocoid stock must be supposed 
to have taken place before the development of the composite endocarp 
that now appears as the most striking characteristic of the cocoid 

• senes. 
That the coalescence of the endocarps may have taken place inde

pendently in the ancestors of the different groups of Cocaceae is not 
to be considered as an impossibility in view of tl,e several apparently 
independent cases of coalescence of the exocarps in other families 
of palms. The fact that many of the relatives of Acrocomia (su b
family Bactridineae) have the coalesced endocarps perforated by 
apical foramina, while other Cocaceae have only basal or peripheral 
foramina, would seem to support the idea that the coalescence of the 
endocarps might have occurred independently in the two group~. 
The coalescence of the endocarps would naturally have been preceded 
by a strong tendency to coalescence of the exocarps, as illustrated in 
Phytelephas, Manicaria, and Pseudophoenix. 
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Tn FAlDLIES OF PAI.xS. 

08 ARAC'l'ERS AND SYNOPTIOAL K "Y. 

The determination of the status of Pseudophoeoix as a distinct 
family has made it possible to complete a review of the classification 
of American families of palms. This was undertaken several years 
ago, but the impracticability of assigning Pseudophoeoix to any of 
the groups caused it to be put aside. The following synoptical key 
indicates the characteristic features of the different families and may 
serve as a provisional arrangement of the family groups. The key is 
arranged to permit the diagnostic characters of a family to be followed 
in each case by a definitely contrasted statement of the characters of 
the other families. As several of the families have very definite 
ecological and geographical limitations, the habitat and distribution 
are indicated in the key. When the distribution extends over more 
than one region the principal center is mentioned first. 

Some of the groups have been recognized by previous writers 
though usually only as subfamilies or tribes, but in addition to the 
Pseudophoenicaceae the last six, at the end of the key, may be con
sidered as new families. 

KEY TO FAMILIES. 

Fruita covered with thiD, polished, retrorse scales. Gen
era numerous, Lepidocaryum, Rapbia, Mauritia, etc. 
In coast swamps and flood lands, Brazil to Costa Rica. 
THE SCALE PALMS ................................. LJ:P1DOCABYACEAE. 

Fruita without scoles, usually Daked, but sometimea 
with warts, spines, or hairs. 

Leaves palmate or fan-ahaped, the segments radiating 
from a. thickened ligulate base. Genera numerous, 
Sabal, Inooea, Copemicia, Thrinax, Paurotia, etc. 
In swampEl, foreeiB, and deserts, North and South 
America. TUE PALMETTO PALMS •••••••••••••••••• SAliALACKA'R. 

Leaves pinnately veined or divided, the segments or 
pinnre inserted on a distinc t midrib or rachis, not 
IiltUlare. 

Seedlings with creeping rootstocks as in the Sabs.laceaej 
adults with mapsive, columnar trunks, whitened by a. 
thick coat of wax , Genus Ceroxylon. On mountain 
summits in Colombia and Ecuador. THE WAX 
PALMS •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• CEB01xLACUE. 

Seedlings of columnar types without a. creeping juvenile 
stage; trunks naked or only slightly waxy. 

Flowers borne on slender pedicels, staminate and bi
sexual in the "erne inflorescence. Genus Pseudo-
phoenix. Florida Keys. THE FALSE DATE PALMS •• PSEVDOPKOENICACEAB .. 

Flowers sessile or depre88ed in pits, of separate sexes, 
monoocious or dicecioua. 
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Endocarps of each fruit fused into a single bony shell. 
Genera. numerous, ~08, Attalea, Acrocomia, Bac· 
tria, etc. In undergrowth and open forests , South 
and North America. THE COCONUT PALMS ••••••••• COCACEAE. 

Endocarpe either Dot fused or Dot forming 0. bony shell. 

Pistils of 4 to 9 united cupels, usually maturing several 
large, bony seeds. Genus Phytelephas. In forests . 
and coast plains, Pana.ma. to Peru. THE IVORY 
PALMS ......................... _ ..... .... ...... _" PHl'TELEPRANTACEA:I. 

PiatilB with only 3 carpels, rarely maturing 2 or 3 small 
seede, UBually only 1. 

Inflorescences not emerging from the persisten t, bag
like, fibrous spathes. Genus Manicaria.. In tidal 
swamps, Brazil to Guatemala. THE BAG PALMS •••• KANlCARIACEAE. 

Inflorescences emerging from incomplete or deciduOUB 
spathes. 

Flowers inserted in de:ep, closed pita. Genera. num
erous, Geonoma, Calyptronoma, We16a, etc. In 
forests, South and Central America. THE FISHTAIL 

PALMS ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••.••••••••• GEONOMACUJ:. 
Flowers superficial or in shallow depressions. 

Seeds inclosed in the three equally developed, coalesced 
carpels. Genera Ma.lortiea and Reinhardtia. In 
forest undergrowth, Central America.. THE LATTICE 

PALMS ......... ,; •••••••••••••••••••••••.•.•••••••• KALOB'I'1&ACKAB. 
Seeds incloeed in single carpels, the three pistils sepa

rate or attached but not coaleeced. 

DirecioUB, flowers of different sexes on different plants. 
Genera. numerous, Chama.edorea, Morenm. Eleuthe
ropctalum, Daaystacbys, etc. In forest undergrowth, 
Central and South America. THE PACAYA PALMS • •• CHAMA'IDOBACBAB. 

Monreciou8, the flowers of separate sexes, but both in 
the same inflorescence or on the egme plant. 

Trunk not reaching the ground, entirely supported by a. 
cluster of long stilt-liko roots. Genera. numerous, 
Iriartes., Catoblastus, Wettinia, etc. In foresta, South 
America to Nicaragua. THE STILT PALMS •••••••••• IBlAJI,TBACJ:AE. 

Trunk rooted in the ground. not depending on the sup
port of aerial roots. 

Flowers arranged in longitudinal rows; spathes several. 
Genera Synechanthus, Aeria, and Gau88ia. On 
slopes and summits, Central America. to Porto Rico. 
THE ROW-FLOWERED PALMS ••••••••• • •••••••.••••• SYNXCHANTHACEAE. 

Flowers armnged in clusters o( 3j spatbee 2. Gcner.1 
numerous, Acrista., Plectris, Ca.tis, Roystonea, etc. In 
swamps and forests and on mountain summits, South 
and North America. TnE ROYAL PAI,MB ........... ACBISTACBAE • 

• 

• 

• 
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AI.IJANC)!fS WITH OT.D WORT.D PATHS. 

Though the relationships of the Old World and New World pulms 
are still very imperfectly understood it is evident that only a few of 
the families extend over both hemispheres. The geographical limi
tations of the f»milies do not appear so remarkable when the ecologi
cal limitations of this group of plants arc considered. The palms 
grow too slowly to be able to compete with other types of vegetation 
and the large, heavy seeds are not readily disseminated. There may 
have been a palm age in some fOI'mer geological epoch when the palms 
occupied a larger proportion of the land and enjoyed better facilities 
of distribution, but at the present time the tendencies aI'C in the 
other direction. Even inside the continental areas the different 
groups of palms have local or definitely limited distributions. Thus 
only a few of the South American and Central American types have 
secured footholds on the West Indian Islands. . 

The land connection between North and South America hOB re
sulted in only a slight interchange of palm floras. The Cbamaedorea
ceae, which are so richly developed in Mexico and Central America, 
have penetrated only to a slight extent into Colombia and Venezuela 
and are pract;cally absent from the great Brazilian region. On the 
other hand, the distinctively South American fomilies have as little 
to show in the way of any complete occupation of the tropical regions 
of North America. This is true of the Iriarteaceae, Geonomaceae, 
Ceroxylaceae, Manicariaceae, Phytelephantnceae, and especially of 
the Cocaceae, the most numerous and highly developed of the Ameri
can families. None of these groups has any extra-American repre
sentatives, unless the coconut palm itself and the African oil palm 
(Elaeis guineensis Jacq.) be considered as such.' 

The scale palms (Lepidocaryneeae) are the only family that can be 
said to have a cosmopolitan distribution. Some of the Old World 
fan palms, such as Pritchardia and Livistone, may belong with the 
American palmetto palms instead of with the Asiatic tali pot palms 
(Coryphaceae). In geologic times the fan palms are known to have 
had a circumpolar distribution, which would account for their pres
ence in both hemispheres. 

The closest approach aJDong the pinnat<>-Ieaved tropical types is 
between the royal palm family (Acristaceae) of the New World, and 
the betel palm family (Arecneeae) of the Old World. Several peculiur 
genera found on the Pacific Islands may connect the more divergent 
continental forms. Some of the American stilt palms have leaves 
that suggest those of the Old World sugar palms (Curyotacenc) , but 

1 Cook, O. F. Origin and Distribution of the Coconut Palm. Contr. U. S. Nat. 
Herb. 7: 257-293. 1901. .Alto HiBtory of the Coconut palm in America. Contr. 
U. S. Nat. Herb. 14: 271-342. 1910. ' 
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in other respects they are entirely differe.nt, The. toddy pahns 
(Borassaceae) and the true date palms (Phoenicaceae) are also 
specialized Old World types apparently quite remote from any of the 
New World families, 

The Old World palm flora as a whole seems to be much inferior to 
that of the New World from the standpoint of specialization of family 
types. The American preponderance is especially striking when the 
pinnate-leaved groups are compared. Apart from the Phoenicaceae 
and Caryotaceae, which are to be considered as independent deriva
tives from the ancestral fan palms; the Old World has only the 
Arecaceae to counterbalance the numerous pinnate-leaved groups of 
the American tropics . 
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